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At Startpage.com, we don't collect any
personal information on our users. Nada.
Zilch. Zero.
We don't store your IP address, we don't
capture your location and we don't record
your searches
That's important, because those other
guys use their search engine to learn
more about you -- a whole lot more. In
fact, every time you do a search, they take
the juicy details you provide and add
them to your bulging personal profile.
It's shocking to realize that millions of
people, including well-informed,
liberty-loving activists, fall into the search

engine traps each time they log onto the
"global brain" to ask a question.
At Startpage, that's not how we do
things. We believe you have the right to
search for information anonymously,
without anyone watching. Our zero
data-collection policy and full SSL encryption is your assurance that nobody's
looking over your shoulder, no matter what
you search for.

Startpage.com

the world’s most private search engine

Say goodbye to the watchers and make
the switch today. Your freedom will thank
you for it.

We haVe no clue who This Guy iS
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STARTPAGE.COM
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“Mao took the guns. Stalin took the guns. Hitler
took the guns... so what is so wrong about that?”

Dialogue

Thank you!
Jeff Thomas Mahomet, II
That’s right Mr. and Ms. America... I’ll get them...
one way or another!
Joseph Glawson

“Slavery is mankind’s
natural state. Obey.”
“Hmm... should I hang my new rifle rack over the
bed or over the mantle?”
“Is that a pistol in your pocket... or are you just
happy to see me?”
Heidi Immhaus

All the Best,
Charles Katholi Jr.
“The Presidency is Civil Service? I have no idea
what your talking about.”

“Have a little fire, Scarecrow!”

Tyler Milliken

Rock on guys and gals, I really enjoy your publication.
Regards,
Jim Seigo
“Once I get their guns, I can easily get their bank
accounts, and their little children too! Ah, hahahahaha!”

“Yes, I own a gun, but I never use it and neither
should you”
Heidi Preston

Vincent Melson
“Am I always this two dimensional?”
“Alas, it seems that I have finally, truly become a
caricature of myself.”
“Hmm, that Alex Jones fella sure is mighty handsome.”

“I want you unarmed and defenseless. I want you
sick. I want you broke. Then I want you dead! In
that order. And that’s an order! The New World Order. But it’s all for the common good, you know.”
Greg B.

R St. John
Texas

SUBMIT YOUR CAPTION IDEAS TO LETTERS@INFOWARS.COM
“The notion that a radical is one who hates
his country is naïve and usually idiotic. He
is, more likely, one who likes his country
more than the rest of us, and is thus more
disturbed than the rest of us when he sees
it debauched. He is not a bad citizen turning to crime; he is a good citizen driven to
despair.”

Henry Louis “H.L.” Mencken

Quote
of the
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He became one of the most influential and prolific journalists in America in the 1920s and ‘30s, writing about
shams and con artists in the world.
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Letters to
the Editor
Letters can be sent to letters@infowars.com. Please include your name, location
and contact. Letters may be edited for purposes of clarity, grammar and space.

To the Citizens of The United States,
I am a soldier currently serving this country. I am stationed at Fort Hood. I have been soldier for fourteen
years and have served faithfully in Kosovo, Kuwait, and
Iraq. However, I have come to realize that perhaps this
country of my birth, is no longer worth defending.
What makes me say such a thing? Look around you!
We are a nation of good for nothing brainless hypocrites!
Do you know that our government is currently trying
to deport a family from Germany who is seeking asylum
from persecution? The Romeike family wants to homeschool their children, which is illegal in Germany, and
so have fled the oppression of their homeland and came
to The United States seeking freedom! Do we, as Americans, not see this a good thing. Do we not believe in
granting freedom to those who want it!
However, what does our government do? They, Obama
and Eric Holder, are actively trying to deport this family!
This regime is bending over backwards to grant citizenship to millions of illegal immigrants, but is actively seeking to destroy a family fleeing real persecution!
Do you know that many of our fellow citizens, who
work for the government, are being furloughed while
Obama and John Kerry are continuing to send money,
our money, to terrorists groups, such as Al-Qaeda, in
Syria! Did you know that the Defense Department is lavishing free money upon NATO, supposedly for missile
defense, but we have to tell Grandma and Grandpa that
we can’t pay their Social Security! This is the definition
of hypocrisy!
Do you know that in schools across the country communists teachers are indoctrinating our children to believe that they have no right to own a gun! That they are
teaching our children that homosexual marriage is okay!
That distributing the wealth is better than distributing
opportunity! Our schools have become nothing but communist indoctrination camps! Soon our children will be
saying, “Hail Obama, Great Leader!!”
There are many more things which I could say but I
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think these are enough to get the point across. Our country is no longer worth defending!
You, my fellow Americans, are the ones to blame. Continue watching television, continue shopping for things
which you can’t afford, continue going about your lives
as if there is nothing wrong; however, God is going to
judge this country! He is doing it even now! The storms,
rumors of war, and droughts are only the beginning of
the judgment coming upon this nation!

Billy J Spiva
Killeen, TX

Mr. Jones and the magazine crew, Hope this letter
reaches you all. I have no computer, but damn I would
love one to follow you folks. TODAY IS A GREAT DAY.
Just got my hands on your magazine at my local liquor
store (don’t drink, just get cigs). I have heard Mr. Jones
many times on Coast to Coast AM and always agreed
with the message he brings. Now the magazine, SPOT
ON FOLKS. Great! Keep it up and the pressure on. My
father served the US of A, as did I. I live some 50 miles
south of Austin in Converse, TX. If there is anything I
can do to help you folks, please let me. I have a lot to
offer, 50 years old but my aim is true.
Glen Gamble
Converse, TX

First off, I would like to applaud you guys for being the
only news source that produces a non-biased viewpoint
on America’s current state of affairs. On to the reason I
am writing. What is the point in voting on the presidential election when both Romney and Obama basically
“bat for the same team”?
I was always told in school that you could just write in a
name as well but I have never seen that option on actual
ballots. Also what is the percentage of people who
actually vote? It’s really easy to be apathetic about voting
when there’s so much crooked stuff going on behind the
scenes. Thanks for your time and keep spreading the
good word. I am really happy you all are printing news,
finally something other than the internet!

No matter the views of anyone, you are really setting the
standard. What a great crew you all must be.
I don’t think what you all have can be found in many
people’s work ethic these days.
Also, I did not expect to find some of the advertisers in
the magazine that were there; I will definitely be ordering
some of their products or services - it actually is an added bonus instead of a detractor!!
This is going to make me take my wife on a vacation to
visit and see Austin, I wonder how many more of your
readers this is persuading to do that? It would be good
for the Austin City Council to know the affect your magazine might have. Keep up the great work!

Jason Grevas

James Bond

MONTHLY ILLUSTRATION

“Life is risk. I’d rather face
the risk as a free man than
live in a prison with a false
sense of security, Janet Napolitano is not your
mommy, and the nice policeman is not your daddy.
I know you are scared, giving up your rights and submitting to tyranny won’t
save you.

”

Quote by Anthony Freda
Illustration by Freda and Dan Zollinger
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What do you do when you get face-maced
Flush the eyes with a mixture
of 50 percent water and 50
percent Maalox, (an over
the counter med that can be
picked up at any pharmacy).

Keep your arms spread away
from your body and concentrate
on breathing normal. If you
have asthma, your exposure
could be life threatening. Find
a medic immediately.

MOTHER A
SUES NYPD
FOR PEPPERSPRAYING
BABIES

mother has sued the New
York Police Department
for using pepper-spray
on her 2-year-old and
4-year-old children after cops accused
her of turnstile jumping.
Marilyn Taylor filed a lawsuit in
federal court against the NYPD and
Officers Maripily Clase, Suranjit
Dey and Jermaine Hodge, according
to Courthouse News Service.
On August 9, according to Taylor,
police confronted her as she prepared to board a Manhattan-bound
L train. “The aggressiveness of the
officers’ demeanors had upset the
4-year-old daughter, and her mother
bent down to console her and tell
her, ‘everything will be OK,” the
complaint states.
The police confronted her on suspicion of skipping a fare after they saw

US Households
On Foodstamps
Hits Record High

written by: zerohedge.com

R

ecord Dow, record
S&P, record debt,
record
plunge
in gold and now: record
U.S. households on foodstamps. What’s not to
like? While the recent
gold selloff may be confusing to everyone, one
can scratch off some 23
million U.S. households—
the all-time-high number
that received foodstamps
in January as reported by
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the USDA—as the likely
sellers. This is not irrational especially when one
considers that the average
monthly benefit to each
household dropped to a
record low of $274.04.
This number probably
ignores, for good reason,
the once -every-fouryears fringe benefits of
Obamaphones and other
made-in-China trinkets.

and all three children suffer emotional harms, and are now afraid to
ride the subways and become afraid
when they see police officers. The
4-year-old cried herself to sleep for
weeks, and after the incident the
2-year-old began waking up in the
night crying for her mother,” the
complaint states.
Following the incident, Taylor
says police continued to harass
her. “Since the incident, plaintiffs
have suffered repeated harassment
from the officer defendants, forcing
them to avoid the MTA through the
Atlantic Avenue stop,” according to
the complaint.
The Taylor family is seeking punitive damages for civil rights violations, battery, assault, negligence,
and violations of the New York State
and U.S. Constitution.
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written by: Kurt Nimmo

Taylor pushing a stroller through a
service entrance instead of going
through a turnstile.
In response, Officer Dey pepper-sprayed Taylor and her family.
“The pepper-spray caused the children to scream out and choked the
two-year old, who went into fits
of vomiting,” the complaint states.
Taylor was knocked to her knees and
nearly fell off the subway platform.
The police then arrested Taylor
and continued to abuse her. “Ms.
Taylor was then placed in handcuffs
as the minor children cried in fear
and pain.” She claims Officers Hodge
and Dey pushed her down the stairway so violently she suffered bruised
wrists from the handcuffs and injury
to her lower back.
“After the attack, mother and
father suffered ongoing eye injuries

In the end TIME is the only
thing that helps with getting
over the irritation.

Source: SNAP, Zero Hedge

Opinion Column

“I do not believe that we are
free to denounce the evil at
Boston and cheer on the
evil our government perpetrates overseas. We must
denounce both or risk being
the worst hypocrites on the
planet”

Is the Boston Bombing the “Moral
Equivalent” of Drone Strikes?
written by: Bill Anderson

I

have been thinking this through for a while. President
Obama was rightly outraged at what happened at the Boston Marathon and I hope the perpetrators are brought to
justice. At the same time, however, Barack Obama presides
over bomb attacks on civilians, attacks that occur without
warning, and attacks that not only kill alleged “militants,” but
women, children, and the elderly, especially when the bombings
are launched at weddings, which one would think would allegedly be a joyous celebration just as the Boston Marathon has been.
While Obama demands justice in the Boston bombing, he is silent
about his own role in setting off bombs in overseas countries. If
Sen. Lindsey Graham is correct and the U.S. drones have killed
about 4,700 people abroad, then we are talking about something
that dwarfs the horror of what happened at Boston.
I am not speaking of tit-for-tat. However, I am sure that the horror that people in Muslim countries experience at a drone strike
is every bit as awful as what people experienced in Boston April
15, 2013. I do not believe that we are free to denounce the evil at
Boston and cheer on the evil our government perpetrates overseas. We must denounce both or risk being the worst hypocrites
on the planet.

LEW
ROCKWELL
BLOG
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power of the
WEB

If history repeated itself
would anyone notice?
10
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Retired Army Captain
Warns DHS Acquisitions are
‘bold threat of war’ Against
the American People
Says Americans may have to prepare to defend themselves and the U.S.
Constitution against the Obama administration’s coup against the people

I

n March, retired United States Army
Captain Terry M. Hestilow publicly voiced grave concerns over the
Department of Homeland Security’s
absurd purchases and solicitations,
posting a letter he sent to Sen. John
Cornyn (R-TX) on Facebook labeling the
recent appropriation of weapons and
ammo a “bold threat of war” against citizens of
the United States.
“It is with gravest concern that I write to
you today concerning the recent appropriation
of weapons by the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) that can only be understood as a
bold threat of war by that agency, and the Obama
administration, against the citizens of the United
States of America,” the decorated retired Army
Captain’s letter begins.
Referring to the DHS’ solicitations for over two
billion rounds of ammunition and recent purchase
of almost 3,000 mine-resistant ambush protected
armored personnel carriers as “a tyrannical
threat against the Constitution” and a deliberate
attempt to defund the Department of Defense,
the retired Army Captain asked Sen. Cornyn to
honor his oath to the American people and the
U.S. Constitution and “to demand in clear terms
that the Administration cannot ignore, that the
Department of Homeland Security immediately
surrender their newly appropriated weapons of
war to the Department of Defense (DoD).”
“Significant is the fact,” Captain Hestilow
wrote, “that at the same time the Obama administration is arming his DHS for war within the
limits of the United States against the People of
the United States in accordance with his 2008
campaign speech claiming,
‘We cannot continue to rely only on our military in order to achieve the national security
objectives that we’ve set. We’ve gotta (sic) have
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a
civilian
national
security force that’s
just as powerful, just
as strong, just as well
funded [as the United
States
military]‘–
Candidate
Barack
Obama, 2008.”
In addition to calling
for the dismantling and
dissolving of the DHS,
he called the purchases
a “glaring threat of war
against our nation’s citizens.” Hestilow says
the actions “can only be
understood as a tyrannical threat against the
Constitution of the United
States of America.”
“If left unresolved,”
Hestilow
speculates,
“the peace loving citizens who have sworn
to defend the United
States
Constitution
‘against all enemies,
both
foreign
and
domestic’ are left no
Retired United States Army Captain Terry M. Hestilow
option except to prepare to defend themselves, and the U.S. Constitution, against this Hitler, and his associated DHS organizations, the
Administration’s ‘coup’ against the People and the SA and the SS, of 1932-1934, to see the outcome
foundations of liberty fought for and defended of allowing an agency of government this kind
for the past 238 years. We have no choice if we of control over the free citizens of a nation. The
people of Germany could not have imagined,
honor our oaths.”
The former Army Captain cited Adolf Hitler’s until it was too late, the danger of allowing a
gradual then sudden rise to power as evidence of tyrant this kind of power. We must not be so
the outcome of allowing such an agency free rein: naïve as to think it will not happen to us as well
“One needs only to look to the rise of Adolf if we remain passive toward this power grab by

the Marxist Obama administration!”
His Facebook post garnered unprecedented
support. Within a day, Captain Hestilow said it
received over 3,000 shares, in addition to lassoing in 994 new friend requests. He also encouraged others to copy and properly amend the letter to send to their own senators and members of
the U.S. House.
The retired Army Captain’s message followed
a letter penned by 15 Congressmen asking the
DHS if the ammo purchases were part of a strategic effort to deny the American people access
to ammunition.
“The extraordinary level of ammunition purchases made by Homeland Security seems
to have, in states such as my own, created an
extreme shortage of ammunition to the point
where many gun owners are unable to purchase
any,” California Congressman Doug LaMalfa
wrote in the letter.
Concerns that the DHS is engaged in a domestic arms buildup against the People have also
been echoed by notable political figures and such
mainstream publications as Forbes Magazine,
who in March 2013 published an article calling
for a “national conversation” on the topic.
Former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin was
recently portrayed by media as a “conspiracy
theorist” after she posted a remark on Facebook
warning that imminent financial collapse could
be the reason “why the Feds are stockpiling bullets in case of civil unrest.”
Similar concerns were also made public by Fox
Business host Lou Dobbs when he asked NRA
president Wayne LaPierre, during his March 4
broadcast, about the bizarre solicitations.
As an overwhelming number of Americans
grew distressed over the curious purchases, DHS
Secretary Janet Napolitano declared in April that
the agency hadn’t responded to the allegations
because she found them “so inherently unbelievable” that allegedly “it was hard to ascribe credibility to them.”
“If I might say in my own defense, we just
couldn’t believe that anyone would believe those
allegations, and so, let me be clear — absolutely
not true,” Big Sis, as she will forever be known,
stated when asked about the purchases at a
House hearing in April.
A recent report that the DHS holds a $2 million
contract with a firing range target manufacturer
that produces shooting targets of armed
pregnant women, children and elderly

gun owners depicted in residential settings has
also not helped suppress speculation of a DHS
arms buildup against the People.
Despite reassurances, the fact that the DHS has
been accumulating a veritable ammunition and
firearm stockpile domestically – purchasing profane amounts of riot gear, armored military vehicles, bulletproof checkpoints, and some 7,000
fully automatic assault rifles – cannot be denied.
And as we saw during the martial law takeover of Watertown, Mass. following the Boston
Marathon bombings, the establishment is itching
to play with its toys at the expense of citizens’
civil liberties.

provide to you, the elected representatives of
the People, justification for recent purchases
of almost 3,000 mine-resistant ambush-protected (MRAP) armored personnel carriers,
1.6 billion rounds of ammunition (with associated weapons), and other weapons systems,
when, in fact, the DHS has no war mission or
war making authority within the limits of the
United States of America.
Significant is the fact that at the same time
the Obama administration is arming his DHS
for war within the limits of the United States
against the People of the United States in
accordance with his 2008 campaign speech

...the peace loving citizens who have sworn to defend the United
States Constitution “against all enemies, both foreign and domestic”

Here is retired
United States
Army Captain
Terry M.
Hestilow’s letter
to Sen. Cornyn
in its entirety:
The Honorable Senator John Cornyn,
State of Texas
United States Senate
517 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Re: Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
and that agencies preparation for war against
citizens of the United States of America.
Dear Senator Cornyn,
It is with gravest concern that I write to you
today concerning the recent appropriation
of weapons by the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) that can only be understood
as a bold threat of war by that agency, and
the Obama administration, against the citizens of the United States of America. To
date, DHS has been unwilling to

3,000

claiming,
“We cannot continue to rely only on our
military in order to achieve the national security objectives that we’ve set. We’ve gotta
(sic) have a civilian national security force
that’s just as powerful, just as strong, just as
well funded [as the United States military]”–
Candidate Barack Obama, 2008.
the Obama administration is deliberately
defunding, overextending, and hollowing the
Department of Defense; the only legitimate
agency of the U.S. government with a war
mission.
This act of the Obama administration stands
as a glaring threat of war against our nation’s
citizens! This act of the Obama administration
can only be understood as a tyrannical threat
against the Constitution of the United States
of America! If left unresolved, the peace loving
citizens who have sworn to defend the United
States Constitution “against all enemies, both
foreign and domestic” are left no option except
to prepare to defend themselves, and the U.S.
Constitution, against this Administration’s
“coup”
against the People and the foundations of liberty
fought for and defended
for the past
238 years. We have no
choice if we
honor our oaths.
The
only
proper response to
this
threat
against the American
people is for
the
representatives
of the People,
the
members
of

almost 3,000 mineresistant ambush
protected armored
personnel carriers

2 Billion
Bullets
purchased. by
DHS
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the U.S. House and Senate, to demand in clear terms that
the Administration cannot ignore, that the Department
of Homeland Security immediately surrender their newly
appropriated weapons of war to the Department of Defense
(DoD). Further, since the DHS has assumed a position in the
Administration to enforce the tyrannical acts of this president against the People of the United States against the
limits of the United States Constitution, it remains for the
United States Congress to exercise its limiting power in the
balancing of powers established by our founding fathers, to
disestablish and dissolve the DHS as soon as possible. One
needs only to look to the rise of Adolf Hitler, and his associated DHS organizations, the SA and the SS, of 1932-1934, to
see the outcome of allowing an agency of government this
kind of control over the free citizens of a nation. The people
of Germany could not have imagined, until it was too late, the
danger of allowing a tyrant this kind of power. We must not
be so naïve as to think it will not happen to us as well if we
remain passive toward this power grab by the Marxist Obama
administration!
Finally, for more than two centuries the nation has lived
in peace at home because of the protections of our legitimate military and the many appropriate state and federal law
enforcement agencies, supported by Constitutional courts.
We stand today at a cross-road. Will we allow this present
Administration to overthrow our United States Constitution
and its legal processes to amend injustices, or, will we honor
our obligations to defend the Constitution against a “domestic” enemy? Our Constitution lays out the proper methods of
resolving our differences; and it does not include its overthrow by a rogue agency of a Marxist leadership at home.
You, sir, are our constitutionally elected agent to defend our
Constitution at home. We are counting upon you. We remain
aware, however, of this present threat and will not expose
ourselves as an easy prey to the authors of the destruction
of our nation.
I know that this letter demands much of you. We elected you
because we, the citizens of the State of Texas, believe that
you are up to the task at hand and will, against all threats,
honor your oath and office. We are also writing to your fellow members of the House and Senate to stand in integrity
with the Constitution and against this present threat by the
Obama administration and his DHS.
We refuse to surrender our Constitution or our nation!
Resolved,
Captain Terry M. Hestilow
United States Army, Retired
Fort Worth, Texas
March 23, 2013

Writen By:
Adan Salazar
Adan Salazar is a writer
and associate editor for
Infowars.com and PrisonPlanet.com, and is an avid
civil rights and due process
advocate.
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written by:
Paul Joseph Watson
& Kurt Nimmo

Why
Government
Should Be
The First
Suspect In
Any Terror
Attack
In the aftermath of the Boston Marathon attack, authorities struggle to retain a coherent official narrative while photos circulate,
showing numerous unidentified identically dressed men wearing
black backpacks at the scene of the blast. These moments remind
us that it’s necessary to revisit the evidence of why government
should be the very first suspect in the event of any terrorist atrocity.
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T

he Roman consul and historian Cassius
Dio, his contemporary Suetonius and
others say the Emperor Nero was
responsible for the Great Fire of Rome in 64 AD.
Legend claims Nero had one-third of the
city torched as an excuse to build Domus
Aurea, a 300 acre palatial complex that
included a towering statue of himself, the
Colossus of Nero.
Prior to the fire, the Roman Senate had
rejected the emperor’s bid to level a third of
the city to make way for a ‘Neropolis,’ an urban
renewal project.
The Roman historian Tacitus wrote that when
the population of Rome held Nero responsible
for the fire, he shifted blame on the Christians
for ‘hating the human race’ and starting the fire.

Nero and
Nero
and
the Great
the
Great
Fire of
Fire
Romeof
Rome
The Spanish
American War:
Remember the
Maine

B

y the late 1800s, the United States was
looking for an excuse to kick Spain
out of Cuba. U.S. business was heavily
invested in sugar, tobacco and iron on the
Caribbean island.
The U.S.S. Maine was sent to Havana in
January of 1898 to protect these business
interests after a local insurrection broke out.
Three weeks later, early on the morning of
February 15, an explosion destroyed the
forward third of the ship anchored in Havana’s
harbor, killing more than 270 American sailors.
President McKinley blamed Spain after the
U.S. Naval Court of Inquiry declared that a
naval mine caused the explosion.

American newspapers blamed the Spanish
despite a lack of evidence. “You furnish the
pictures and I’ll furnish the war,” newspaper
tycoon William Randolph Hearst told Frederic
Remington after the illustrator reported that
the situation in Cuba did not warrant invasion.
A number of historians and researchers later
argued that the ship was blown up by the United
States to provide a false flag pretext to invade
Cuba and expel Spain.
The United States occupied Cuba from 1898
until 1902, although an amendment to a joint
resolution of Congress forbid the U.S. to annex
the country.

Wilson’s Pretext for
War: The Sinking of
the Lusitania
N

early two thousand travelers, including
one hundred Americans, were killed on
May 7, 1915, when a German U-boat
torpedoed the RMS Lusitania, a luxury Cunard
Line British ocean liner.
Prior to the sinking, the German embassy in
Washington issued a warning. Newspapers in
the United States refused to print the warning
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or acknowledge the German claim that the ship
carried munitions.
Wilson’s government issued a flurry of
diplomatic protests after the sinking and
exploited the tragedy two years later as a pretext
for America to enter the First World War.
Nearly a hundred years later, in 2008, divers
discovered the Lusitania carried more than four

million rounds of rifle ammunition.
“There were literally tons and tons of stuff
stored in unrefrigerated cargo holds that were
dubiously marked cheese, butter and oysters,”
Gregg Bemis, an American businessman who
owns the rights to the wreck and is funding its
exploration, told The Daily Mail.

Prelude to World
War: The Gleiwitz
Incident

Hitler’s Fascist
Dictatorship: The
Reichstag Fire

S

ix years after the Reichstag Fire, the Nazis staged the
Gleiwitz incident. Nazi commandos raided a German radio
station in Gleiwitz, Upper Silesia, Germany. The raid was
part of Operation Himmler, a series of operations undertaken by
the SS as Hitler set the stage for the invasion of Poland and the
start of the Second World War.
SS operatives dressed in Polish uniforms attacked the radio
station, broadcast an anti-German message in Polish, and left
behind the body of a German Silesian known for sympathizing
with the Poles. The corpse was then offered to the press as evidence
that the Poles had attacked the radio station.

I

n February of 1933, a month after
convincing Germany’s president that
parliament must be eliminated, Hitler and
the Nazis instigated the Reichstag fire.
Hitler then urged president Hindenburg
to issue an emergency decree restricting
personal liberty, including the right to free
expression and a free press, limitations on the
rights of association and assembly, warrantless
searches of homes, property confiscation, and
violations of postal, telegraphic and telephonic
communications permissible beyond the legal
limits otherwise prescribed.
The Nazis used the decree to crack down on
their political opponents . They worked behind
the scenes to force through the Enabling Act,
which legally allowed Hitler to obtain plenary
powers and establish a dictatorship.
Gestapo Reichsmarschall Hermann Goring
would admit that, “The people can always be
brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is
easy. All you have to do is tell them they are
being attacked and denounce the pacifists for
lack of patriotism and exposing the country to
danger. It works the same way in any country.”

False flag
terrorism

I

attacks manufactured or provocateured by
governments and then blamed on other
groups – is a tactic that stretches back
almost 2,000 years.

n 1954, the Israelis activated a terrorist
cell in response to the United States
making friends with the Egyptian
government and its pan-Arab leader, Gamal
Abdel Nasser. The Israelis were worried
Nasser would nationalize the Suez Canal and
continue Egypt’s blockade of Israeli shipping
through the canal.
Israeli Prime Minister David Ben Gurion
decided a false flag terrorist attack on
American interests in Egypt would sour
the new relationship. He recruited and
dispatched a terror cell that pretended to be
Egyptian terrorists.
The plan, however, contained a fatal flaw.

Israeli False
Flag Terror: The
Lavon Affair
Israel’s top secret cell, Unit 131, was infiltrated
by Egyptian intelligence. After a member of
the cell was arrested and interrogated, he
revealed the plot and this led to more arrests.
Israeli agents were subjected to a public trial
revealing details of the plan to firebomb the
U.S. Information Agency’s libraries, a Britishowned Metro-Goldwyn Mayer theatre, a
railway terminal, the central post office, and
other targets.
In order to deflect blame, the Israeli
government tried to frame its own Defense
Minister, Pinhas Lavon, but the true nature of
the plot was eventually made public.
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Operation
Northwoods:
Targeting
American
Citizens

Gulf of Tonkin: Phantom
Attack on the U.S.
Military
O

n Aug. 4, 1964, President Lyndon
Johnson went on national television
and told the nation that North
Vietnam had attacked U.S. ships.
“Repeated acts of violence against the
armed forces of the United States must be
met not only with alert defense, but with a
positive reply. That reply is being given as I
speak tonight,” Johnson declared.
Congress soon passed the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution, which provided Johnson with

pre-approved authority to conduct military
operations against North Vietnam. By 1969,
more than 500,000 troops were fighting in
Southeast Asia.
Johnson and his Secretary of Defense,
Robert McNamara, had bamboozled Congress
and the American people. In fact, North
Vietnam had not attacked the USS Maddox, as
the Pentagon claimed, and the “unequivocal
proof” of an “unprovoked” second attack
against the U.S. warship was a ruse.

Operation Gladio: State Sponsored
Terror Blamed on the Left

I

n the covert war against the communist
regime in Cuba under the CIA’s Operation
Mongoose, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff
unanimously proposed state-sponsored acts
of terrorism inside the United States.
The plan included shooting down hijacked
American airplanes, the sinking of U.S. ships,
and the shooting of Americans on the streets
of Washington, D.C. The outrageous plan
even included a staged NASA disaster that
would claim the life of astronaut John Glenn.
Reeling under the embarrassing failure
of the CIA’s botched Bay of Pigs invasion of
Cuba, President Kennedy rejected the plan in
March of 1962. A few months later, Kennedy
denied the plan’s author, General Lyman
Lemnitzer, a second term as the nation’s
highest ranking military officer.
In November 1963, Kennedy was
assassinated in Dallas, Texas.
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F

ollowing the Second
World War, the CIA
and
Britain’s
MI6
collaborated through NATO
on Operation Gladio, an effort
to create a “stay behind army”
to fight communism in the
event of a Soviet invasion of
Western Europe.
Gladio quickly transcended
its original mission and
became a covert terror
network consisting of right
wing militias, organized
crime
elements,
agent
provocateurs
and
secret
military units. The so-called
stay behind armies were
active in France, Belgium,
Denmark, The Netherlands,
Norway,
Germany,
and
Switzerland.
Gladio’s
“Strategy
of

Tension” was designed to
portray
leftist
political
groups
in
Europe
as
terrorists and frighten the
populace into voting for
authoritarian governments.
In order to carry out this
goal,
Gladio
operatives
conducted a number of
deadly terrorists attacks
that were blamed on leftists
and Marxists.
In August 1980, Gladio
operatives bombed a train
station in Bologna, killing
85 people. Initially blamed
on the Red Brigades, it was
later discovered that fascist
elements within the Italian
secret police and Licio Gelli,
the head of the P2 Masonic
Lodge,
were
responsible
for the terror attack. Other

fascist
groups,
including
Avanguardia Nazionale and
Ordine Nuovo, were mobilized
and engaged in terror.
Operation Gladio ultimately
claimed the lives of hundreds
of people across Europe.
According
to
Vincenzo
Vinciguerra, a Gladio terrorist
serving a life-sentence for
murdering policemen, the
reason for Gladio was simple.
It was designed to force these
people, the Italian public,
to turn to the state to ask
for greater security. This is
the political logic that lies
behind all the massacres and
the bombings which remain
unpunished, because the
state cannot convict itself or
declare itself responsible for
what happened.

Terror in the modern age
In the United States, the modern age of terrorism
is defined by the FBI’s policy of fomenting and
provocateuring patsy terrorists to carry out
attacks via entrapment.

As the New York Times reported last year, the
vast majority of domestic terror plots in recent
years were “facilitated by the F.B.I.”

‘93 World B
Trade Center
bombing

efore the attack, the FBI
planted informant Emad A.
Salem within a radical Arab
group in New York led by Ramzi Yousef.
Salem was ordered to encourage the
group to carry out a bombing targeting
the World Trade Center’s twin towers.
Under the illusion that the project was
a sting operation, Salem asked the FBI
for harmless dummy explosives which

Underwear
Bomber
D

etroit Lawyer Kurt
Haskell
witnessed
a well-dressed man
help the “underwear bomber”
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab
clear security before the
attempted attack on an airliner
on Christmas Day 2009 despite
the fact that the bomber had
no passport, in addition to
the fact that his own father
had warned U.S. intelligence
officials of the threat posed by
Abdulmutallab a month before

the attempted attack.
It later emerged that the State
Department was ordered not
to revoke Abdulmutallab’s visa
by “federal counterterrorism
officials” even though the
accused bomber had known
terrorist ties.
Haskell
maintains
that
Abdulmutallab was carrying
a fake bomb and was the
unwitting dupe in another case
of government entrapment.

he would use to assemble the bomb and
then pass on to the group.
At this point the FBI cut Salem out of
the loop and provided the group with
real explosives, leading to the attack
on Feb. 26 that killed six and injured
more than a thousand people. The FBI’s
failure to prevent the bombing was
reported on by the New York Times in
October 1993, as well as CBS News.

This is by no means an
exhaustive length of
cases involving false
flag attacks steered
or provocateured by
gover nments — such
an endeavor would
fill an encyclopediasized book—but it is
a reminder that those
who forget history are
doomed to repeat it,
and only the myopically
naive would fail to
shine the spotlight
on the state in the
immediate aftermath of
any terrorist attack.
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written by:
Adan Salazar

“What’s a ‘False Flag’?”
Google Trends Shows Search Term Spike

D

ata displayed by Google’s web
search trend analytic tool, Google
Trends, shows more and more
people are actively conducting
their own independent research
as an alternative to unquestionably digesting everything reported by the mainstream dinosaur media.
According to Google, “Google Trends analyzes
a portion of worldwide Google web searches
from all Google domains to compute how many
searches have been done for the terms you’ve
entered, relative to the total number of searches
done on Google over time.”
The media’s frenzied attempts to demonize
Infowars.com reporter Dan Bidondi and other alternative media outlets for quickly labeling the Boston
Marathon bombings a “false flag” attack have certainly backfired as people are curious over the term
now more than ever in the past nine years.
Infowars reporter Dan Bidondi was on location at

there were announcements telling people
there was a “training
exercise” in progress
prior to the explosions taking place.
Google Trends is a tool developed to allow users to see what others have
been searching for using the Google search engine.
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the Boston Marathon explosion press conferences
minutes after the event and managed to get Boston
Police Commissioner Edward Davis to state they
had “no specific intelligence” regarding a drill taking place prior to the event.
Contrast the commissioner’s statements with
University of Mobile cross country track coach
Alastair Stevenson’s testimony that there were
announcements telling people there was a “training exercise” in progress prior to the explosions
taking place.
Anthony Gucciardi of StoryLeak.com was able to
get an exclusive interview with coach Stevenson,
who says, “There was absolutely a drill going on
outside the athlete’s village before the race.”
For more information on false flag attacks, or government sponsored terror, read the article: “Why
Government Should Be The First Suspect In Any
Terror Attack,” on page 15.

written by:
Paul Joseph Watson

FAMILY GUY EPISODE
PREDICTED BOSTON
MARATHON ATTACK

“Turban Cowboy”

15th Episode
of the 11th season of Family Guy

A

n episode of the popular show Family
Guy which was first aired less than a
month ago eerily predicted aspects of
the Boston Marathon attack, depicting the main character detonating
two bombs in addition to winning the marathon by
killing the rest of the participants.
The episode, named Turban Cowboy, centers
around Peter becoming embroiled with terrorists who plan on blowing up bridges in Boston. The show aired on March 17, just under
a month ago on the Fox network and has been
repeated in recent days.

Y

ouTube has now censored a commentary video which merely pointed out that a recently broadcast
episode of Family Guy contained
scenes very similar to those that
unfolded during the Boston Marathon attack. YouTube deleted the video claiming it contained, “spam,”
“scams” or “commercially deceptive content,” when
it contained none of these things. YouTube has also
placed a strike against the host channel and threatened to delete it.
In addition, it is now being claimed that the whole
issue is an “abhorrent hoax” merely because the two
scenes from the same episode were spliced together.
The fact that the episode depicted people being killed
at the Boston Marathon, in addition to a separate clip
which depicted two explosions, is not a hoax.
Family Guy creator Seth MacFarlane created a cartoon which made fun of terrorist bombings and de-

The image of Peter killing the Boston Marathon
runners even shows blood and missing limbs, a
chilling reminder of the very real scenes of carnage
we saw yesterday.
It is important to note that the video shows two
clips from different points of the show edited together, but they are from the same episode.
Critics responded to the episode by remarking that
it “feels like an episode made in 2002 and left on the
shelf for a decade.”
The plot was so similar to the tragic events in
Boston yesterday that scenes have been deleted
for rebroadcasts.

“the plot was so
similar to the
tragic events
in boston that
scenes have
been deleted for
rebroadcasts”

picted mutilated Boston Marathon runners, yet he is
labeling people who merely talk about the episode as
“abhorrent”.
Tivo and others are now removing the episode from
their systems, which is strange given that the episode
is supposedly a “hoax” and doesn’t exist, according
to the media.
This underscores the fact that if they will censor a
cartoon in the aftermath of a terrorist attack, they will
censor anything – including your right to merely talk
about it.

Family Guy creator Seth MacFarlane created a cartoon which
made fun of terrorist bombings and depicted mutilated Boston Marathon runners, yet he is labeling people who merely
talk about the episode as “abhorrent”.
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written by:

Anthony Gucciardi

The Monsanto Protection Act passed in the senate and effectively
gives the GMO-shoving corporation power that the U.S. Government
cannot even top

I

n the typical slippery nature of Monsanto’s legislation-based actions, the biotech giant is now
virtually guaranteed the ability to recklessly
plant experimental GM crops without having
to worry about the United States government and
its subsequent courts. The Monsanto Protection
Act buried deep within the budget resolution
has passed the Senate, and now nothing short of a
presidential veto will put an end to the ruling.
In case you’re not familiar, the Monsanto
Protection Act is the name given to what’s known as
a legislative rider that was inserted into the Senate
Continuing Resolution spending bill. Using the
deceptive title of Farmer Assurance Provision, Sec.
735 of this bill actually grants Monsanto the immunity from federal courts pending the review of any
GM crop that is thought to be dangerous. Under the
section, courts would be helpless to stop Monsanto
from continuing to plant GM crops that are thought
even by the U.S. government to be a danger to
health or the environment.

Using the deceptive title
of Farmer Assurance
Provision, Sec. 735 of
this bill actually grants
Monsanto the immunity
from federal courts

Senate Passes
Monsanto
Protection
Act Granting
Monsanto
Power
Over US
Government

Senate Ignored
the Public’s
Outcry Against
the Act
It is a lobbyist-created recurring nuisance that
has been squashed in previous legislation thanks
to outcry from not only grassroots but major
organizations. Last time we saw The Center for
Food Safety, the National Family Farm Coalition,
the American Civil Liberties Union, the Sierra
Club, and the Union of Concerned Scientists all
come out against the Monsanto Protection Act
from the 2012 Farm Bill.
The Senate acted so quickly on this, almost
entirely ignoring the issue that it has passed
despite thousands of petitioners. A petition by Food
Democracy Now detailed the effects of the bill:
“If approved, the Monsanto Protection Act would
force the USDA to allow continued planting of any
GMO crop under court review, essentially giving
backdoor approval for any new genetically engineered crops that could be potentially harmful to
human health or the environment.”
That said, a new petition exists telling Obama
to veto the bill. The reality is that the bill including the Monsanto Protection Act is actually seen

as positive by most politicians. This is where
Monsanto lobbyists were so deceptive and slippery
as to throw in their rider (the actual Monsanto
Protection Act into the larger bill under review).
Doing so makes it very unappealing to veto the bill.
We must remember that Obama actually promised
to immediately label GMOs back in 2007 when
running for President.

Ushering In
a New Era of
Activism

The simple fact is that this problem will likely
not be easily squashed, and instead Monsanto will
get what they wanted. That said, this ushers in an
entirely new era of activism. Monsanto has decided
to push the envelope in a way that is unprecedented, fighting the U.S. federal courts. I expected
to see almost immediate legal action taken that will
certainly hit the headlines, leading to even more
people to become aware of what’s really going on
with this company and therefore their dinner.
Sometimes in order to truly have an intellectual
revolution on a subject, the people need to see
exactly what they are facing. With the truly blatant
and downright arrogant Monsanto Protection Act,
it’s now clearer than ever.
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Response from

Alex Jones

The LA Times and many other globalists propaganda organs were quick
to demonize anyone that dared investigate the official story put out by the
feds concerning the Boston Marathon Bombing tragedy. However, even
the most politically unaware citizens were shocked when, during a news
conference, the FBI instructed the American people that they should only
look at the information and photos put out by the bureau.
One tactic used by establishment propagandists is the “straw man,”
and we see this tactic at work, when the LA Times wrote in its editorial
cartoon and article, shown here, that I was making claims that I had never
actually made. One example is their gross misrepresentation of what I said
regarding the navy seals. They claimed that I reported the navy seals were
the ones who carried out the bombing, when in truth I simply pointed
out that undercover personnel taking part in a drill resembled military
contractors and navy seals. Further, the absurd editorial cartoon depicted
that I believe flying monkeys were also sent by Obama as part of the attack.
One should also take note that the Nazi propagandists were obsessed
with depicting their enemies as rats, so the LA Times is in fitting company.
The sad truth is that our government and other governments have been
caught over and over again staging and provocateuring terror attacks.
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written by:
Gordon R. Wybo

Growin’ Against
The Flow

I

n these times of uncertainty, you really
need to take an introspective look and
decide, are you ready? Well are you?
It’s not a simple answer or even a simple
question. With the looming potential for
continued terroristic attacks, infrastructure collapse, and martial law, poisoned
and/or rationed food supplies, droughts,
war and natural disasters how do you decide if
you’re ready? While teaching various community
workshops and classes, it became evident that the
general population was not even prepared for a
minor emergency.
In any emergency you will “need to bring something to the table,” whether in a sole survivor or
group setting. Hard goods and/or something to
barter with will not be enough! You must also possess the knowledge, tools and experience to confront a multitude of challenges that will arise.
Knowledge, the information and education
regarding practical/useful skills and techniques.
Tools, the items and equipment used to
accomplish specific tasks. These can be manufactured or may need to be improvised,
depending on the situation.
Experience, the repeated application of your
knowledge and tools to accomplish your goals.
Owning a saw does not make a carpenter, using it
skillfully on a repeated basis does.
Do you have the knowledge, the tools and the
experience to make it? If not, NOW is the time to
start preparing with us! You can become sustainable. It all starts out with the very basic desire to
survive. A good foundation is stated in Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs; Food, Water, Shelter and
Warmth. This is the foundation of survival.
In preparation for becoming a sustainable/survivable grower, there are a few tools that you
will need. This list contains the bare minimum

equipment you will need to survive, but should
not be construed as all encompassing. Your
imagination and creativity are your only limits.
Here is the list and a brief description of how
they may be used;
Spade- for digging or for burying stores of supplies or confidential information.
Hard rake- for leveling out grow or make-shift
construction areas.
Folding pruning saw- for pruning as well as gathering wood for fuel
5 gallon buckets and a watering can- for collection/distribution of irrigation and drinking water
and as general carriers.
4 or 5 tine fork (Potato spade) - for incorporating amendments into soil and for working your
compost pile.
Leather work gloves and eye protection- you
can’t work toward your survival if you are
injured. At that point, you are now a liability
instead of an asset.
Hand operated garden shears or pruner- for tending to your crop.
Plastic tarp, 2 each- at least 5’ x 7’, reflective on
one side. May be used for coverage, shelter or
re-directing light for grows in reduced light areas.
Zipper type bags, assorted sizes- for storage of
harvested crops, seeds and amendments/pest control products.
Containers, assorted sizes, opaque, airtight- for
long term storage of provisions and seed. This will
protect from moisture, light and oxygen, the three
main enemies of seed and provisions in storage.
Zip ties, all purpose wire and twine, assorted
lengths and sizes- for securing crops to stakes, etc…
Claw hammer with assorted nails- for driving
stakes and assisting in digging or constructing garden fixtures.
Survival knife with sharpening stone- for general

use. Make sure you have a wet stone. It’s no good
if it’s dull.
Most of these items can actually be stored in
the buckets on this list. This way all of your grow
items stay together, in the case that you may have
to relocate.
In your garden, now is the time to increase beneficial bacterial and microbial populations in the
soil. The simplest way to do this is with a generous
application of compost combined with molasses.
Apply the molasses at the rate of 2 oz. per gallon of
water. The molasses provides a source of complex
carbohydrates for energy and the compost supplies
the bio mass of food for both the beneficial organisms and the plants.
In upcoming issues we will explore these topics
and more. The subjects will cover a range of skills,
techniques and information, in an easy to follow,
practical format. I will share not only my knowledge and experience but many specialists in their
fields as well, and give you the guidance to create
“your own tool kit” to grow against the flow.
In our next issue; 1. Food – “Home Grown
American Sustainability” from the ground up.
Gordon R. Wybo has over 25 years experience in
emergency services, disaster response and planning and an additional 40+ years growing food
and construction. Over that time he has developed
and shared a practical set of skills and abilities that
allow him and others to deal with a vast array of
situations in an emergency. This eventually led
him to create Sustainacycle’s Sustainable Living
Center at Kyle, A community space for learning,
cultivating and demonstrating self-reliance, urban
farming, D-I-Y and environmentally-responsible
skills for all ages.
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written by:
Donna Anderson

Taking Aim
On The Ammo
Shortage

From big-box retailers to small mom-and-pop shops, ammo
retailers across the country are being forced to ration supplies.
From coast to coast local law enforcement agencies are being
told they may have to wait up to a year for their next shipment of
ammo. Yet the feds have stockpiled enough ammunition to arm a
24-year Iraq war. Why? What are they gearing-up for?
31

We wanted to see the ammo rationing by retailers
firsthand, so we sent reporter Jakari Jackson undercover to the local shops to see if they would sell
him ammo or if they would refuse or dissuade him
because of the rationing.

L

ocal ammo retailers can’t keep up
with demand:
Paul Carter and his wife Debbie
own East Texas Ammo in
Mineola, Texas. A little over a
year ago they installed semi-automatic commercial loaders
and went through the licensing
process that would allow them to manufacture
their own ammo for resale. Carter says, at the
time, it was just an extra added service for their
local customers.
Now, though, Carter says he has requests coming in from Texas, Oklahoma, Alabama and even
as far away as Maine, and he, his wife, and an
employee are working over-time trying to produce
enough ammo to meet the demand. Requests are
even coming in from California law enforcement
agencies who don’t have enough ammo on hand to
qualify their new officers.
Sales of their in-store made ammo are skyrocketing because he’s not getting ammo shipments
from his regular suppliers. For a while, Carter
was able to keep up with demand, but now his
component suppliers are having trouble delivering the powder, primers and casing he needs to
continue production.
Like many ammo shops across the nation, East
Texas Ammo is a small, local shop and Carter says
he believes ammo manufacturers and component
suppliers are taking care of their big customers first
because it only makes good sense financially.
He also believes that one of those big customers is
the Department of Homeland Security, and suppliers are forced to meet those government contracts
first or face a stiff penalty.
Like many Americans, Carter wonders why the
DHS needs so much ammo. “Where is it? Why is DHS
buying it? Why do they need that much? They’ve
ordered enough ammo for five Afghan wars!”
Carter says his East Texas Ammo customers are
taking it all in stride – for now. When asked what
his customers are saying about the various gun
control proposals on the table, Carter said,
“My customers are all saying, ‘This would not
save the children. We need to be looking at the
mental health issue more than anything.’”

Local Law-Enforcement
Agencies Can’t
Get Ammo
32

Local law-enforcement agencies across the
country are facing critical ammo shortages as the
increased demand is limiting access to their own
supply that they usually provide to their officers.
Agencies in Texas, Nevada, California, Maine,
Oklahoma, Wisconsin, Arizona, Georgia and dozens of other states are all facing supply problems.
Sheriff Maxey Cerliano in Gregg County, Texas,
warned his deputies in March that the department
would not be able to supply the ammunition they’d
need for their upcoming firearms qualifications.
Additionally Sheriff Anthony DeMeo of Nye County,
Nev., was told his department’s regular order of
50,000 rounds would take up to a year to arrive.
Many agencies are limiting the number of rounds
they issue to officers during the shortage, or limiting the number of times they can visit the firing
range for practice, but at what cost? What good
is a police officer who hasn’t been able to practice
shooting? More important – how effective is a
police officer who has no bullets? At least Barney
Fife had one in his pocket at all times.

Big-Box
Retailers
Rationing
Ammo
It’s not just the small, local suppliers who are having trouble getting
ammo shipments. Big-box retailers
like Walmart, Bass Pro Shops and
Gander Mountain are also receiving partial orders from their suppliers. Just a few months ago they’d
receive cases of ammo at a time and
now they receive maybe six or eight
boxes, forcing many locations to
resort to rationing, limiting sales
to one or two boxes per customer.

Sales clerks have been
instructed to dissuade
ammo buyers even
when they have stock

Reporter Jakari Jackson
goes to check out and
test the rationing

“We tried hard not to do that for a
long time,” said Gander Mountain
spokesman Jess Myers. “But our
competitors were increasingly limiting customers to a certain number of
boxes, and ultimately we had to follow suit. It became a matter of fairness to our customers.”
For many it’s a psychological thing.

If there are only two boxes on the
shelf you better snap ‘em up now,
whether you need ‘em or not. Who
knows when the next shipment will
come in? Gun owners who’ve never
purchased more than 500 rounds at
a time are suddenly buying 5,000 or
10,000 just because they’re the last
few boxes on the shelf.

.22 Long
Rifle

What’s Causing The Ammo
Shortage? Panic-Buying!
Why are Americans suddenly buying more guns? Part of it has to do with personal safety. After Aurora, Colo., Oak Creek Wis., and Newtown, Conn., Americans
are buying more guns to protect themselves, their kids and their property. Many
people who never would have purchased a gun are doing so now simply because
everyone around them has a gun.
But many more Americans are buying guns because they see the hand-writing
on the wall. The concern over firearms availability and the potential for strict
gun control regulations are creating a “panic-buying” atmosphere. Just like ammo,
instead of buying one or two guns, people are buying as many guns and firearms
as they can lay their hands on – just in case, and for every gun they buy, they need
to buy more ammo.
The FBI conducted approximately 76.8 million background checks for firearm
purchases from 2001 to 2009. From 2010 to present they’ve conducted more than
70 million. Last year alone they conducted approximately 19.6 million background
checks. More than 2 million were conducted in November 2012, and another 2.78
million were conducted in December following the Sandy Hook Elementary School
shooting in Newtown, Conn.
Each month since December 2012 background checks have exceeded 2 million,
and through the end of March the FBI conducted more than 7 million. At this pace
the total number of background checks could well exceed 28 million by the end of
the year—and each one of those guns needs ammo.

Right now, all ammo is in high-demand but what has consumers
most frustrated is the shortage of
.22 long rifle bullets.
The .22 LR is the most popular ammo on the market. Most
gun-owners own a .22, especially women and first-time owners,
and the .22 is cheap ammo to use
when you’re plinking around at the
gun range, learning how to shoot.
It’s cheap, light, accurate and can
shoot through 1/2-inch of wood
or take down game. Until recently,
you could walk into any store and
buy a 500-brick for peanuts, right
along with your favorite candy bar
and soda.
But these days you’re going to
have to stand in line, and maybe
even put your name on a waiting
list. Many gun-owners are stockpiling .22s because they’re so
inexpensive. They also believe
there’s some barter-value in having a safe full of .22s.
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What’s Causing
The Panic?
Obama!
Obama’s no dummy. He knows if he just signs
an order banning guns or limiting their availability he’s going to have a national riot on his
hands. If he can’t just issue an out-and-out ban,
the next best thing he can do is make those guns
and ammo difficult to access. The only way to do
that is to incite panic.
Right now his plan is working. He’s threatening
to ban guns – or at least make them extremely difficult to purchase – so millions of people are rushing out to buy a firearm before the ban goes into
effect. But he’s only biding his time. Three things
will happen:
Number One: Guns and ammunition will be
in short supply—and they already are. Millions of
Americans may have registered for and purchased
multiple guns because of the panic.
Number Two: Obama and his supporters will
ban any kind of firearm they want without any
argument from the people because, in theory,
everybody who wants to buy a gun has had plenty
of time to do so. And remember, they’ve legally
registered to make that purchase.
Number Three: Once he starts banning guns
there will be no stopping him. Obama will have
the names and addresses of every gun-owner in
the country and Big Sis will be only too happy to
come knocking at your door, demanding you turn
over your firearm.
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The Department of
Homeland Security is a
Key Player, too
After weeks of silence and delay-tactics, the DHS finally answered a letter
sent by New Jersey Congressman Leonard Lance (R) asking for an explanation
for why the DHS was purchasing 1.6 billion hollow-point bullets.
DHS chief Janet Napolitano explained that ordering the ammo in bulk
saves money and despite concerns that the government was stockpiling
ammo, the 1.6 billion hollow-point bullets were going to be used for
training purposes only.
But as Infowars.com has reported before, that explanation doesn’t wash with
people like Richard Mason, a former Marine. Hollow-point bullets are not used
for training purposes because they’re much more expensive than standard firing range ammo, in fact they cost twice as much as standard full-metal jackets.
“We never trained with hollow points, we didn’t even see hollow points my
entire four and a half years in the Marine Corps,” Mason said.
Paul Carter is right. Once a manufacturer wins a government contract
he’s forced to deliver or face severe penalties. With more than 2 billion
rounds on order, the DHS contract means that ammo manufacturers have
very little left to ship out to the rest of the country after they’re done supplying Big Sis each month.
Even if the DHS has no intention of taking or using the ammo they’ve
ordered, they’ve created a simple case of supply and demand that equals scarcity and panic. Combined with the gun-buying panic that Obama’s created and
one can see why there’s a severe ammo shortage in America.

“We never trained What’s Next?
with hollow points,
we didn’t even see
hollow points my
entire four and a
half years in the
Marine Corps,”

The government is preparing for the inevitable collapse of our financial
system. An economic collapse will lead to looting, rioting, violence and
killing in the streets and the eventual collapse of society. They’re not gearing up to attack us and they’re not planning for an insurgency. They’re
planning for the complete unraveling of America, and they want to make
sure they come out on top.
It’s not the number of guns and bullets in the hands of the average American
we need to be concerned about. It’s the number of feds with guns and bullets
we need to worry about.
Estimates put the number of federal law enforcement officers with arrest and
firearms authority at somewhere between 135,000 and 145,000. Compare that
to an estimated 765,000 state and local law enforcement officers nationwide
– officers with no new guns and no ammo—and that means that about one in
seven law enforcement officers in the country is a fed, someone with higher
authority who’s well armed and has plenty of ammo.
The ammo you see on the shelves now will continue to dwindle as more and
more buyers operate in panic-mode. Even if the DHS never actually accepts a
shipment of ammo right now, they’ll continue to tie up supplies for the future
and they’ll continue to add to the atmosphere of panic by contracting these
massive orders. By agreeing to any gun control legislation, we’re playing right
into their hands.
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85% Of
Cops Say
Gun Control
Is Useless,
Detrimental

62% say if they were a chief or sheriff they would
refuse to enforce new federal laws
In a national survey of members of one
of the largest groups for law enforcement
professionals, an overwhelming majority
of active duty and retired officers said that
the Obama administration’s gun control
proposals will either have no effect or will
make things significantly worse.
In the survey conducted by PoliceOne.
com, a stunning 85 percent of law enforcement professionals said that in their opinion, a federal ban on assault weapons
would have no effect on crime, and would
likely have a negative effect on their safety.
When asked whether a federal ban on
ammunition magazines holding more
than 10 rounds would reduce violent
crime, 96 percent of law enforcement
professionals said no.
The survey also revealed that nearly
three times as many former and active
police believe that a federal ban would
exacerbate violent crime rather than help
to reduce it.
In addition, twice as many believe that
they will be less safe than more safe
because of the gun control provisions.
When asked what they thought was the
best course of action to prevent incidents
such as the recent Sandy Hook school
and Aurora Theater shootings, almost
one third of law enforcement professionals said “more permissive concealed
carry policies for civilians.” In addition,
86 percent said that they felt a legally
armed citizen could have reduced casualties at both incidents.
Furthermore, a huge 91 percent said
that they support concealed carry by honest/screened citizens, and a massive 80
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percent of respondents also said they supported
arming school teachers and officials with guns.
“Contrary to what the mainstream media and
certain politicians would have us believe, police
overwhelmingly favor an armed citizenry, would
like to see more guns in the hands of responsible
people, and are skeptical of any greater restrictions
placed on gun purchase, ownership, or accessibility.” said Doug Wylie, editor of PoliceOne.com.
As we have reported, many law enforcement officials have stated over recent weeks that they would
refuse to enforce federal gun control laws. The
Police One survey addresses this, with 71 percent
judging the refusals to be favorable or very favorable. Only 7 percent of the responding officers said
that they found the refusal statements from chiefs
and sheriffs to be “very unfavorable.”
In addition, a majority of 62 percent said that if
they were a chief or sheriff they would refuse to
enforce the new laws. Only 18 percent said they
would happily enforce new gun control laws.
“This survey captures the perspective of an
audience that has an intimate professional connection to gun policies in our country, yet is rarely
heard from as a group in discussions on the issue,”
said Alex Ford, CEO of the Praetorian Group,

PoliceOne’s parent company.
“Our standing as the leading online community
in the law enforcement market enabled us to gather
what we feel is the most meaningful sampling of
police attitudes about gun control ever compiled.
There is clearly a wide range of opinions regarding
this issue nationwide and we believe it’s important
for our audience’s voice to be heard.” Ford added.
The survey, which received over 15,000
responses, proves that police, first responders and
those who deal with gun related crime every day
are firmly against further government gun control,
believing it would be detrimental to public safety,
in addition to their own well being.
Despite these facts, the vice president would have
the nation believe that the only people opposed to
the administration’s gun control policies are tin foil
hat-wearing nut jobs.
The poll shows, without a doubt, that law
enforcement professionals strongly believe that an
armed citizenry is much more effective in reducing
crime than any federal government restrictions to
the Second Amendment.

...police
overwhelmingly
favor an armed
citizenry,
would like to
see more guns
in the hands
of responsible
people, and
are skeptical
of any greater
restrictions...
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Image: An already widely distributed photo showing the contractor-types on the bottom left, just left of where the bomb was placed
and detonated. The men are wearing matching, unmarked uniforms, large black bags, and appear to be waiting, separately, and
“behind” the rest of the crowd. In the upper left corner, a wooden structure forming one half of a temporary photography “bridge”
over the finish line can be seen and serves as a useful reference when establishing the contractor-types’ position in other photos.

written by:

tony Cartalucci

“Contractors” at Boston Marathon
Stood Near Bomb, Left Before
Detonation
Seen across street after blasts talking with FBI bomb squad. Who
were they? What were they and the FBI doing?

W

hat appear to be private contractors, wearing unmarked, matching
uniforms and operating an unmarked SUV affixed with communication equipment near the finish line of the Boston Marathon shortly after the bomb blasts – can be
seen beforehand, standing and waiting just meters
away from where the first bomb was detonated.
The contractor-types had moved away from the
bomb’s location before it detonated, and could be
seen just across the street using communication
equipment and waiting for similar dressed and
equipped individuals to show up after the blasts.
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Image: After the explosion, two of the contractors seen by the wall next to
the bomb, appear across the street, both using communication equipment. This
photo too has been distributed and enlarged many times across the Internet.

Image: The men, numbering between 6-8 then begin
tearing up the skirting around temporary bleachers
erected for the event, opposite the explosion, before taping it off. Then, what appears to be an FBI bomb squad
truck pulls up directly behind the contractor-types’ SUV,
with a woman clearly wearing the letters F.B.I. on her
tactical vest emerging and speaking with the contractor-types. Together they disappear from the scene, leaving their vehicles behind.

Image: The FBI truck and contractor SUV sit seemingly
abandoned – neither the FBI agent, nor the contractors
can be seen. What they did, or where they went remains
so far, unknown.

Image: An unmarked SUV with a considerable amount of communication gear on the roof appears, surrounded by identically dressed men.
The vehicle parks near the bleachers.

Image: Event staff and contractors both above and below the
bleachers begin tearing up the
skirting and appear to be looking
for something or retrieving something while casualties are still being treated and evacuated across
the street.

It should be noted, that with the exception of the contractor-types, all other responders at the scene, including
the FBI agent, can be clearly identified, from police to the
fire department, to medics and even individuals wearing
vests with “B.A.A. Physician” written on them. It should
also be noted that no other uniformed individuals can be
seen standing near the bomb site aside from the contractor-types.
These men were unidentified, professional contractors
apparently augmenting public servants at the Boston
Marathon, present before and after the bomb blasts in
the direct vicinity of the incident. After the blasts, whether it was their intended function or not, they appeared to
be searching for something under the bleachers before
being joined by what appears to be the FBI bomb squad.
The FBI and the city of Boston has so far categorically
failed to provide any information on these highly suspicious individuals.
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Questions
That Must be
Answered
Several questions must be answered by the FBI,
leading the investigation on behalf of we, the American people. The first question is who these men
were, with large, black bags in the direct vicinity of
where a bomb would detonate, moving away before
the blast, and appearing directly across the road afterward. Who hired them and what was their function? Why were they moving amongst the crowd in
a semi-covert fashion when all other public servants
present were wearing proper uniforms and clearly
identified? Did police, firefighters, event organizers,
and medics know these men were present and what
they were doing?
Why did it appear that the FBI was fully aware
of their presence, and in fact working with them,
specifically with what looks like a bomb squad
unit? Were these contractors specialists in explosives, and if so, what is the significance that at
least two of them were spotted just meters from
where the blast occurred?
Why These Questions Demand Answers
The checkered, frightening history (see: FBI’s History of Handing “Terror Suspects” Live Explosives)
of the FBI’s involvement in fomenting false terror attacks, and even presiding over attacks that succeeded in maiming and killing innocent people, should
call into question their presence or involvement at
any public event, especially when seen associating
with unidentified, semi-clandestine organizations
that appear to be private contractors.
Private contractors as well, do not answer or work
for the public, but rather the highest bidder. Private contractors, most notably Blackwater and its
various incarnations have operated both domestically and abroad, committing obscene crimes and
atrocities with seemingly absolute impunity. The
term “defense contractor” is in fact a euphemism
for mercenary, and has no place in a civilized, dem-

ocratic world, no matter what their alleged mission
statement may claim.
That both of these nefarious entities were present
and cooperating in the direct vicinity of the Boston bombings, with at least two contractors standing just meters away from where the bomb actually went off, raises a number of possibilities and
concerns. A drill may have been being conducted,
though the FBI and city officials have denied this.
Or, a threat may have been communicated to event
organizers ahead of time, which prompted the inclusion of “auxiliary” security, though again, both
the FBI and the city of Boston deny receiving any
information prior to the bombings. Whichever contracting firm this may have been, may just have
wanted to swindle Boston’s taxpayers for an easy
payday, and coincidentally found itself in the middle of extraordinary circumstances.
However, alarming suspicion is raised when the
FBI makes no mention of an organization it was
clearly coordinating with, particularly in terms of
bombs and explosives before and after the incident,
considering the nature of the attack. When an already dubious organization attempts to obfuscate
the facts of any given event, it is the right and responsibility of legitimate law enforcement, public
representatives and the citizenry itself to demand
and get answers. If we are not persistent, with the
FBI’s bizarre behavior over the past few days, including inexplicably cancelled and suspiciously
rushed press conferences, and now what appears to
be a Hollywood ending for the case, we may never
get those answers.
Note: Most images seen on pages 40 and 41 were
taken from Flickr user HahaTango, the entire collection of 150 images from the Boston Marathon
can be found here. http://www.flickr.com/photos/
hahatango/sets/72157633252445135/
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More unanswered
questions

t is alarming that the mainstream media seems to be afraid to ask any of the
hard questions that they should be asking. They just seem to swallow whatever the authorities tell them hook, line
and sinker without following up on any
of the things in this case that simply do
not seem to make sense.
So what kinds of questions should they be asking?
The following are 17 unanswered questions about
the Boston Marathon bombing that the media appears to be afraid to ask…
#1 Why were runners being told that a bomb squad
drill was taking place during the Boston Marathon?
The following is from an article by Natural News…
Alastair Stevenson is a veteran marathon runner
who has competed in dozens of marathons around
the world, including the London Marathon. He’s
very familiar with the security typically found at
marathons, and he immediately noticed something
odd about the Boston marathon security.
“They kept making announcements on the loud
speaker that it was just a drill and there was nothing
to worry about. It seemed like there was some sort
of threat, but they kept telling us it was just a drill,”
he was quoted as saying by Local15TV.com.
In the interview, you’ll hear Stevenson say:
“At the start [of] the event, at the Athlete’s Village, there were people on the roof looking down
onto the Village at the start. There were dogs with
their handlers going around sniffing for explosives,
and we were told on a loud announcement that we
shouldn’t be concerned and that it was just a drill.
And maybe it was just a drill, but I’ve never seen
anything like that — not at any marathon that I’ve
ever been to. You know, that just concerned me that
that’s the only race that I’ve seen in my life where
they had dogs sniffing for explosions, and that’s the
only place where there had been explosions.”
#2 Why did authorities deny that a bomb squad
drill was being held?
#3 According to The Mirror, the FBI is reportedly “hunting” a 12-strong terrorist “sleeper cell”
that Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev were allegedly a part of…
A source close to the investigation said: “We have
no doubt the brothers were not acting alone. The
devices used to detonate the two bombs were highly
sophisticated and not the kind of thing people learn
from Google.
“They were too advanced. Someone gave the
brothers the skills and it is now our job to find out

just who they were. Agents think the sleeper cell
has up to a dozen members and has been waiting
several years for their day to come.”
If that is the case, why are authorities in Boston
adamantly insisting that the two brothers were acting alone?
#4 CBS News is reporting that the FBI interviewed
Tamerlan Tsarnaev back in 2011. The mother of the
two Tsarnaev brothers insists that the FBI had been
in contact with them for up to five years. At first,
the FBI denied any previous contact with the two
suspects. Will we ever learn the true scope of the
previous relationship between the FBI and the Tsarnaev brothers?
#5 Debka is reporting that the Tsarnaev brothers were “double agents” which had been “hired
by US and Saudi intelligence to penetrate the
Wahhabi jihadist networks which, helped by Saudi financial institutions, had spread across the restive Russian Caucasian.” Could this possibly be
true? If so, will the American people be told the
truth about these links?
#6 According to their uncle, there were “mentors”
that “radicalized” the Tsarnaev brothers. So precisely who were those “mentors”?
#7 What happened during Tamerlan Tsarnaev’s
trip to Dagestan and Chechnya last year?
#8 Were the Tsarnaev brothers in contact with a
rebel leader named Doku Umarov who is known as
“Russia’s Bin Laden”?
#9 Did Tamerlan Tsarnaev post a video on YouTube last summer that expresses a belief that the
12th Imam, Mahdi, will soon come and that an Islamic army with black flags will arise out of a province in Iran known as Khorasan?
#10 Why aren’t we being told that the “pressure
cooker bombs” used in the Boston Marathon attacks
are very similar to the kind of pressure cooker bombs
that are commonly used in the Middle East?…
The Daily Beast has confirmed with U.S. counter-terrorism officials that the bombs placed Monday
at the marathon were made from pressure cookers,
a crude kind of explosive favored by insurgents in
Pakistan and Afghanistan. A recipe for a bomb that
uses the pressure cooker was part of the debut issue
of Inspire, the English-language online magazine of
al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula.
#11 Initially we were told that Saudi national Abdulrahman Ali Al-Harbi was a “person of interest”
in the case. But now he is scheduled to leave the
country with the full blessing of the U.S. government. Why is there such a rush to get him out of
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the United States?
#12 Why aren’t we being told that Abdulrahman Ali Al-Harbi was photographed with two
other Saudis in the vicinity of the Boston marathon bombings?
#13 Why aren’t we being told of the shocking
familial links that Abdulrahman Ali Alharbi has to
known members of al-Qaeda? The following is
from research complied by Walid Shoebat…
Many from Al-Harbi’s clan are steeped in terrorism and are members of Al-Qaeda. Out of a list
of 85 terrorists listed by the Saudi government
shows several of Al-Harbi clan to have been active
fighters in Al-Qaeda:
#15 Badr Saud Uwaid Al-Awufi Al-Harbi
#73 Muhammad Atiq Uwaid Al-Awufi Al-Harbi
#26 Khalid Salim Uwaid Al-Lahibi Al-Harbi
#29 Raed Abdullah Salem Al-Thahiri Al-Harbi
#43 Abdullah Abdul Rahman Muhammad Al-Harbi (leader)
#60 Fayez Ghuneim Humeid Al-Hijri Al-Harbi
Source: http://aalhameed1.net/vb/showthread.
php?t=1565
Then you have Al-Harbi clan members in Gitmo:
Salim Salman Awadallah Al-Sai’di Al-Harbi
Majid Abdullah Hussein Al-Harbi
Muhammad Abdullah Saqr Al-Alawi Al-Harbi
Ghanem Abdul Rahman Ghanem Al-Harbi
Muhammad Atiq Uwaid Al-Awfi Al-Harbi
Source: http://www.muslm.net/vb/showthread.
php?169019
There are specific Saudi clans that are rife with
members of Al-Qaeda, which makes it quite alarming as to why nearly a hundred thousand student
visas are issued to these. Americans are clueless as
to clan ties when it comes to terrorism.
#14 Why did U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry have a private meeting with a Saudi foreign minister shortly after Abdulrahman Ali Al-Harbi was
identified as a potential suspect?
#15 Why did Barack Obama hold an unscheduled
meeting with the ambassador from Saudi Arabia
shortly after Abdulrahman Ali Al-Harbi was identified as a potential suspect?
#16 Why did Michelle Obama visit Abdulrahman
Ali Al-Harbi in the hospital?
#17 Why did numerous mainstream media outlets
openly suggest that “right-wing extremists” were
behind the bombings in the immediate aftermath
of the attack?
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“Whether
you want to
call them “the
New World
Order” or “the
Illuminati”
or “the
global elite”,
the truth is
that nobody
should be
able to deny
that there
are ultrawealthy individuals that
are seeking
to dominate
the planet.”
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A Surprising Number of Americans
Believe in Conspiracy Theories
Writen By:
Michael Snyder

And Most of Them are True....

H

ave you ever noticed that whenever the government or the mainstream media
wants to demonize a particular point of view they call it a “conspiracy theory”?
The unspoken message is that normal people such as us should never dare to
question the official propaganda being put out by “official sources”. But what if
those “official sources” are wrong? What if those “official sources” have a specific
agenda that they are trying to promote? Has it become a crime to ask questions?
Has it become a crime to think for ourselves? The other day, Public Policy Polling
did an opinion poll about “conspiracy theories”. Just by reading the questions
they asked, it is obvious that the goal was to make those that believe in those theories to look foolish.
When they released the results of the poll, they stated that some of the “conspiracy theories” could
only be found in “the darker corners of the internet” – as if there was something unsavory or evil about
them. But is it really “crazy” to believe that sometimes bad people do bad things? A conspiracy is just
“a secret plan by a group to do something unlawful or harmful”. So do conspiracies ever happen? Of
course they happen. They have happened for as long as humanity has existed. But in this day and age,
we are just supposed to assume that all of our politicians and all of the big corporations that dominate
our society are just sweet and wonderful and would never want to do us any harm whatsoever.

Let’s take a look at some of the results of the
Public Policy Polling survey about conspiracy theories. Excerpts from the results are in bold, and my
comments follow thereafter…
“Thirty-seven percent of voters believe
global warming is a hoax, 51 percent do not.
Republicans say global warming is a hoax by
a 58-25 margin, Democrats disagree 11-77, and
Independents are more split at 41-51. Sixtyone percent of Romney voters believe global
warming is a hoax”
The planet has been warming up and cooling
down for thousands of years, and most “climate
change” can be directly attributed to the gigantic ball of fire that our planet is revolving around.
Even if “greenhouse gases” did play a significant
role in “climate change”, the truth is that carbon
emissions make up less than 5 percent of all greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and human activity
accounts for less than 5 percent of all carbon emissions. So to suggest that “global warming” could
ever be significantly influenced by reducing carbon
emissions is absolutely laughable.
“Six percent of voters believe Osama bin

Laden is still alive”
They rapidly dumped his “dead body” into the
ocean and the American public has still never
seen any of the pictures that supposedly show that
Osama bin Laden is dead. Are we just supposed to
trust our politicians when they tell us that the U.S.
military killed him? After all, our politicians lie for
a living. Plus, the truth is that there is a tremendous amount of evidence that bin Laden died many
years before the now famous SEAL team raid on a
compound in Pakistan.
“Twenty-eight percent of voters believe
secretive power elite with a globalist agenda is
conspiring to eventually rule the world through
an authoritarian world government, or New
World Order. A plurality of Romney voters (38
percent) believe in the New World Order compared to 35 percent who don’t”
Whether you want to call them “the New World
Order” or “the Illuminati” or “the global elite”, the
truth is that nobody should be able to deny that
there are ultra-wealthy individuals that are seeking
to dominate the planet. If you doubt this, please
see the following article: “Who Runs The World?
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“WE ARE LIVING
IN A TIME WHEN
IT IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN
EVER TO THINK
FOR OURSELVES.
OUR WORLD
IS BECOMING
INCREASINGLY
UNSTABLE, AND
THERE ARE
LOTS OF PEOPLE
OUT THERE
THAT WANT TO
TELL US WHAT
WE SHOULD
BELIEVE.”

Solid Proof That A Core Group Of Wealthy Elitists
Is Pulling The Strings”.
“Twenty percent of voters believe there is a
link between childhood vaccines and autism,
51 percent do not”
At one time I didn’t believe that there was a link
either. But then I started looking into the evidence
for myself. Why do they make us feel like criminals for asking questions about this? Is it because
it threatens billions of dollars in pharmaceutical
company profits? I put a lot of what I learned on
this issue into this article: “Vaccines And Autism:
The Secret That You Are Not Supposed To Know”.
“Nine percent of voters think the government
adds fluoride to our water supply for sinister
reasons (not just dental health)”
Whatever the intention, the truth is that there is
a tremendous amount of evidence that drinking
fluoride is very harmful to humans. A number of
studies have shown that it actually causes brain
damage, and it has been shown to accelerate the
growth of cancer. A blog post by Mary Bloomer
summarized some of the other reasons why we
should avoid fluoride…
- Forty-one percent of kids today have Fluorosis.
- The ADA and the CDC both advise that parents
not use fluoridated water to make infant formula.
Fluoride is used as an insecticide and a rat poison. There’s plenty of fluoride in the food we eat!
A toddler gets as much fluoride in their system as
a 250-pound man.
- Toothpastes have warnings “keep away from
children under 6 years – if you swallow more
than is allowed for brushing, contact a poison
control center immediately” (Ever watch a little
kid brush their teeth?)
- Sodium fluorine (fluoride) is one of the basic
ingredients in PROZAC® and Sarin nerve gas
(yes, you read that right!)
- Hitler added fluoride to the water of
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concentration camps to induce compliance in
prisoners.
- Fluoride increases your absorption of aluminum (a neurotoxin). Large amounts of aluminum
are found in the brains of Alzheimer patients.
“Fifty-one percent of voters say a larger conspiracy was at work in the JFK assassination,
just 25 percent say Oswald acted alone”
Does anyone actually still believe that Lee Harvey
Oswald acted alone? Even though a majority of
the American people now believe that there was
a larger conspiracy at work in that assassination,
the government and the media are still sticking to
their story.
“Five percent believe exhaust seen in the sky
behind airplanes is actually chemicals sprayed
by the government for sinister reasons”
Do you see how they worded that question? The
exhaust trails that normal aircraft leave behind
are called “contrails“, and they usually disappear
within moments. “Chemtrails” are something else
entirely. Once they are sprayed in the air, they
can often remain up there for hours. But apparently we aren’t supposed to notice the huge white
lines that crisscross the sky right above our heads.
The only real debate about chemtrails should be
about what their purpose is. Are they being used
for weather modification projects or is something
more sinister happening?
“Fifteen percent of voters think the medical industry and the pharmaceutical industry
‘invent’ new diseases to make money”
The pharmaceutical industry may not be inventing diseases just to make money, but they sure do
love to invent new reasons to get people hooked on
their legal drugs. The sad truth is that the American
people are the most doped up people on the face
of the planet. The following are some facts about
pharmaceutical drugs from my recent article entitled “50 Signs That The U.S. Health Care System Is

A Gigantic Money Making Scam”…
- During 2013, Americans will spend more than
280 billion dollars on prescription drugs.
- Prescription drugs cost about 50 percent more in
the United States than they do in other countries.
- In the U.S. today, prescription painkillers kill more Americans than heroin and
cocaine combined.
- Nearly half of all Americans now use pre-

scription drugs on a regular basis according to
the CDC. Not only that, the CDC also says that
approximately one-third of all Americans use two
or more pharmaceutical drugs on a regular basis,
and more than ten percent of all Americans use
five or more pharmaceutical drugs on a regular
basis.
- The percentage of women taking antidepressants in America is higher than in any other country in the world.
- In 2010, the average teen in the U.S. was taking 1.2 central nervous system drugs. Those are
the kinds of drugs which treat conditions such as
ADHD and depression.
- Children in the United States are three times

more likely to be prescribed antidepressants as
children in Europe are.
- There were more than two dozen pharmaceutical companies that made over a billion dollars in
profits during 2008.
- According to the CDC, approximately three
quarters of a million people a year are rushed to
emergency rooms in the United States because of
adverse reactions to pharmaceutical drugs.
As you can see, there are usually at least two
sides to every story.
So the next time someone tries to dismiss a particular viewpoint by dismissing it as a “conspiracy
theory” just because it does not conform to the
official propaganda being put out by the U.S. government and the mainstream media, perhaps you
should say something.
We are living at a time when it is more important than ever to think for ourselves. Our world is
becoming increasingly unstable, and there are lots
of people out there that want to tell us what we
should believe.
Do not allow the government and the media to
do your thinking for you. That is the lazy way out,
and it will only end in a whole lot of pain.
Question everything.
Do your ow n research and come to your
ow n conclusions.
The truth is out there, but you are going to have
to unplug from “the matrix” in order to find it.
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How “Kill The Pigs” Became “Only
The Police Should Have Guns”
written by: Jon Rappoport

In the fabled 1960s, the cops were called pigs, and anybody on the political Left who wanted a ticket to the show
knew that and mouthed it often. Now, on the Left, that tradition has morphed into: repeal the Second Amendment; turn in your guns; citizens with guns are satanic; the police will protect us; a private citizen with a gun is a
killer and needs psychiatric lockdown; suspend that 5-year old with the gun screensaver. What happened?

A

t rallies, protests, and
riots, people said: are
the pigs here yet? I heard
they were three blocks
away. Wonder how many
pigs they’re sending
today? There! There they
are! The pigs!
Now, on the Left, that tradition has morphed into:
repeal the 2nd Amendment; turn in your guns; citizens with guns are satanic; the police will protect
us; a private citizen with a gun is a killer and needs
psychiatric lockdown; suspend that five-year old
with the gun screen-saver.
What happened?
In 1968, if you asked a leftie college student
whether a black man living in the inner city had
a right to own a gun to protect himself against
the cops, the answer, ten out of ten times, would
have been yes.
Now, that leftie kid will be talking about the insanity of anybody owning a gun. Except for the cops.
Well, three things have happened since the
1960s. The end of the military draft, and the
end of anybody caring who smokes pot or who
has sex with who. Those changes melted away
the whole “movement.”
A professor friend taught at UCLA during the turbulent 60s and early 70s. He told me as soon as the
Vietnam war was over, the campus transformed in
a flash. Students were suddenly all about finding
a niche in the job market after graduation. Boom.
Switch on, switch off.
The titanic idealism was put away in a drawer
and filed under “crazy shit I did.”
The one remaining piece from the 60s that has
endured is hatred of big corporations. But gradually, a parallel mindset has developed. First, grudging acceptance of big government; then toleration;
then admiration.
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Now, the Left is all about big government and the
“positive changes” it can make.
And when I say the Left, I also mean the center,
and a great deal of the right, because they’ve come
along for the ride, too. They are the Left now.
In 1968, a big-time liberal presidential candidate,
Hubert Humphrey, was the target of riots, by the
Left, at the Democratic National Convention. Those
riots tore apart half the city. Two years earlier, a
march, by the Left, on the Century Plaza Hotel in
LA, where Democratic President Lyndon Johnson
was staying, sealed his fate. It was the last stone.
Johnson, who had presided over the war on poverty and the creation of “The Great Society,” the
biggest federal program since FDR’s New Deal, was
mangled into oblivion.
Johnson announced he wouldn’t run for office
again in 1968.
If Pelosi, Reid, Frank, and Obama had been
around then, they would have been hammered in
the same way by the Left. If they were for the war
in Vietnam.
That was the big key, the war. Or to be precise,
the military draft.
“Hey, hey, LBJ, how many kids did you kill today?!”
Meaning: “I won’t risk my neck going to Nam!”
The elite Left has become the personification
of the soccer mom now. Worries about everything. Danger everywhere. Needs more helmets.
Schedules more play dates. Wants more state surveillance. “If you’re against intrusion on your privacy, maybe you have something to hide.” “Keep
the poor bottled up in inner cities, give them
anything they want, just don’t let them into my
neighborhood.”
The Left has also become the promise of a
vague fairyland new age. “We’re all in this
together.” “We can raise up the lowest among us
(by printing more money).”
And the police are part of that fantasy. They’re

the centurions at the gate. “Arm them to the
teeth.” “Render the rest of us powerless.” That’s
the grand solution to all our social ills. Naked,
hairless, unarmed, watched around the clock,
we’ll be beautifully safe, under the machine of a
national police force.
You think I’m attacking a straw man here? You
think I’m devising a distorted picture of the collectivist Left and their allies? You think there’s
some still-powerful rebellion, on the political Left,
against the State, that can put a million people on
the street to protest a specific fascist program of
that big power? Where is it?
What was it, really, even in 1968? If the Vietnam
war had been fought with no draft, with a volunteer army, a large part of the 1960s wouldn’t have
happened at all.
As the 1970s droned on into the 80s, a rapprochement was achieved between the citizens and the
police. More and more, the Left came to believe the
whole idea of rebellion against the State was an old
delusion. It was something people like Camus and
Sartre had written about. It was really a European
thing, an abstract philosophical pose.
Once the dust and the smelly underwear of the
1960s had been cleared away, the real State Op
came into being. Encourage, in every way possible,
crime and criminals; and then come in behind that
with an answer to the horrific threat: cops.
Irresistible. On the streets, in the newspapers, on
television, enact crime after crime after crime…
and then promote the only answer: cops. More
cops. More cops with bigger and better weapons.
Disarm everybody and leave the police and the
FBI and the military and numerous other government agencies with the only guns.
Does this excuse the actual perpetrators of street
crimes? No, of course not. In fact, it makes them
more guilty, because they’re aiding and abetting a
much larger plan. I’m not here to excuse a man who

“THE LEFT HAS ALSO BECOME THE PROMISE OF A VAGUE
FAIRYLAND NEW AGE. ‘WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER.’ ‘WE
CAN RAISE UP THE LOWEST AMONG US (BY PRINTING MORE
MONEY).’ [...] THAT’S THE GRAND SOLUTION TO ALL OUR SOCIAL ILLS. NAKED, HAIRLESS, UNARMED, WATCHED AROUND
THE CLOCK, WE’LL BE BEAUTIFULLY SAFE, UNDER THE MACHINE OF A NATIONAL POLICE FORCE.”
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picks up a gun and shoots somebody. I’m spelling
out context:
Seed the whole country with violence-inducing
toxic psychiatric drugs and you will get plenty of
crime. Which is exactly what has happened. All the
way from Ritalin (cheap speed) to the SSRI antidepressants, to the brain-hammer anti-psychotics, the
drug companies and their allied psychiatrists have
been creating killings.
Allow American street gangs to work for Mexican
and Colombian drug cartels, while providing those
cartels with U.S. government protection as they
sell tons of heroin, cocaine and crack all over the
country, and you will get plenty of crime.
Pour billions of dollars into “rehabilitating” inner
cities and stand by while the money disappears and
is stolen, dedicate funds to programs that have no
chance of working, stop genuine grass roots movements to build vast urban farms and provide free
food and a sense of community, and you will get
plenty of crime.
These and other strategies are the actions of a
war to expand crime, to necessitate massive intervention by the State. This is an Op.
Our current leader, after similar mouthpieces
like Bush and Clinton, is the one man who couldn’t
possibly be on board with the Op. Barack Obama.
He couldn’t possibly be doing his part to destabilize the whole society. He couldn’t. Which is exactly
why he is the president of the United States now.
Because he seems to stand for something better.
But he doesn’t. He is definitely part of the Op.
But if he really did stand for something better,
he could do several things, by executive order, that
would detonate a real revolution in this country.
Three crazy wild out-of-left field things, just for
starters.
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Declare and wage an all-out war on drug cartels
and their sub-contracted domestic gangs.
Kick off a huge—and I mean huge—genuine
urban farming program in every city in America.
Free, clean, non-GMO food for the poor, grown
by the poor, shared by the poor. The ramifications
of such a program, carried out swiftly, would be
astonishing on every level.
And attack, with a vengeance, Big Pharma and
their psychiatric drugs.
The baffled response to such a program illustrates just how deep the brainwashing in this
country goes.
And some people would say, “If Obama stood up
and did those things, he’d be killed tomorrow.”
That’s getting us closer to the truth. But it would
be senseless to stand up alone. He would need
allies. Lots of them. Where would he find them?
(Assuming he would launch this three-pronged
program…a ludicrous assumption.)
Would he meet with Pelosi, Frank, Reid,
Hillary, Boehner, Paul Ryan, Rubio, Rachel
Maddow, Rush Limbaugh….
Where in the familiar circles of power would any
president find allies to turn things around?
Nowhere.
And that’s exactly why rebellion against the State
isn’t just some old crusty abstract idea.
That’s why decentralization of power in America,
at all levels, is THE counter-agenda. Intentional
communities, nullification of unconstitutional
federal laws, boycotts against corporations like
Monsanto, alternative news sources, growing your
own food, local parents threatening school boards
to back off forcing psychiatric drugs down the
throats of their children, home schooling, etc., etc.
Rendering every citizen weaponless, while at

the same time giving the police every possible
weapon and surveillance tool, is a solution in the
same way that closing your eyes and jumping into
a big barrel and pulling down the lid over your
head is a solution.
Three hundred million barrels with TV sets and
smart phones is exactly what the State Corporatists
are pushing.
The political Left promoted rebellion against the
State as long as they saw themselves outside in the
cold. But when they began to realize that they were,
in fact, becoming the State, with all the power of
the federal government, they dropped the idea of
genuine rebellion like a hot potato. They praised
big government, they assured everybody it was the
solution, not the problem.
They shed bottom-up revolution because they
were top-down.
There are lots of old Lefties who have been
working to stop GMOs. When Obama signed the
Monsanto Protection Act the other day, they paused
and pondered. They began to realize they’ve been
caught in a squeeze play. Their man, the president,
isn’t who they thought he was. Not at all.
This disaffection is a familiar theme: outsiders
feel solidarity in their revolution; then their leaders
become insiders; then the ideals vanish, leaving the
foot soldiers in the lurch.

“RENDERING EVERY CITIZEN
WEAPONLESS, WHILE AT THE
SAME TIME GIVING THE POLICE
EVERY POSSIBLE WEAPON AND
SURVEILLANCE TOOL, IS A SOLUTION IN THE SAME WAY THAT
CLOSING YOUR EYES AND JUMPING INTO A BIG BARREL AND
PULLING DOWN THE LID OVER
YOUR HEAD IS A SOLUTION.”

written by:
Paul Joseph Watson

‘World War Z’ Scene
Changed to Please
Chinese Censors

A

scene from the new
Brad Pitt movie “World
War Z” had to be
changed so as not to
offend Chinese state
censors, just one of
numerous recent examples where American
movies are being amended in order to please
China’s ruling Communist Party leaders.
“In the offending scene, characters debate the
geographic origin of an outbreak that caused a zombie apocalypse and point to China,” a Paramount
executive told TheWrap.
Paramount ordered the movie’s producers to
choose a different country and redo the scene so
as not to upset Chinese censors and threaten distribution in China, the fastest growing film market in the world.
This is by no means the first example of
American movie producers being told to edit out
negative portrayals of China in order to please
Communist Party censors.
“While China has loosened its restrictions on the
number of foreign films that can screen in the country, its film board continues to wield a great deal of
influence, causing unprecedented changes in plots,
release strategies, casting and other elements of
Hollywood production,” writes Lucas Shaw.
Concerns that China was interfering in U.S.
media were also heard after MGM was forced to
delay the remake of “Red Dawn” for two years after
Chinese state media complained that depicting the
invading villains as Chinese “would demonize their
state and its citizens.” The bad guys were changed
to North Koreans and entire portions of the film
had to be revised.
The filmmakers were forced to set about, “digitally erasing Chinese flags and military symbols
from “Red Dawn,” substituting dialogue and altering the film to depict much of the invading force
as being from North Korea, an isolated country
where American media companies have no dollars
at stake,” reported the L.A. Times.
An alternate version of “Iron Man 3” has also
been produced to cater to Chinese audiences as a
way of satisfying Communist Party censors.
Large chunks of several movies released last

This is by no
means the
first example
of American
movie producers being
told to edit
out negative
portrayals of
China in order
to please
Communist
Party censors.

year were also cut by censors, including 40
minutes from “Cloud Atlas” and 12 minutes
from “Men in Black 3.” All scenes taking place in
Chinatown were excised.
A scene from the latest James Bond franchise Skyfall that depicted a Chinese security
guard being assassinated was also scrubbed.
The 1984 movie “The Karate Kid” was also
censored at the behest of Communist Party officials, who expressed displeasure at one of the
villains being Chinese, leading to 12 minutes of
the film being cut.
Last year, Chinese company Wanda purchased
AMC, the second-largest theater chain in the U.S.,
increasing fears that the Chinese Communist Party
was expanding its influence globally as part of a
media takeover.
“Beijing is investing heavily in projecting its ‘soft
power,’ or cultural influence, by boosting Chinese
state media’s presence abroad, including the USA,
where the Chinese government has also run advertisements in New York’s Times Square,” reported
USA Today.

Stanley Rosen, director of USC’s East Asian
Studies Center, said the Communist Party
remained “hyper-sensitive to anything that puts
China in a bad light.”
While Chinese censors deleting scenes for
their own domestic propaganda purposes is one
thing, the fact that American movie studios are
self-censoring films before they’re even viewed
by Communist Party officials illustrates how draconian Chinese media censorship is already being
applied to American audiences.

Writen By:
Paul Joseph
Watson
Paul Joseph Watson is
the editor and writer for
Infowars.com and Prison
Planet.com. He is the author of Order Out Of Chaos.
Watson is also a host for
Infowars Nightly News.
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Every month we get thousands of letters
and art delivered to our mailbox that we
kindly and delicately display in the Infowars
hallways. We appreciate and enjoy every little
piece that is sent our way.
This month, instead of displaying one
particular artist profile, we chose to do
a compilation of your art to express our
gratitude and appreciation for your kind
words and powerful imagery.

Artist Profile
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